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We provide a general theory of optimal realization, generalizing the minimal realization 
construction of automata theory. We use a categorical framework to capture general classes of 
deterministic and nondeterministic realization problems. We define cost functors over a 
category of systems relative to which optimal realizations are defined. Finally, in order to 
approach the generalized minimal realization problem of nondeterministic automata, we 
propose a quotient category of these automata which fulfills the generalized minimal 
realization principle. ( 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
The minimal realization problem is to build an optimal system realizing a 
prescribed input/output response function. Thus we need a definition of the degree 
of goodness of a system once we have fixed the kind of system, and then we need to 
find out the best system realizing a given response function. 
A particularly well-known type of system is the deterministic automaton. If X is a 
set of “inputs” and Y is a set of “outputs” a response is a function j X* + Y, where 
X* is the set of strings over X including the empty one. A deterministic automaton 
realizing a response function consists of a set Q of “states” with a pair of functions 
6: Xx Q -+ Q (“transition of states”) and /?: Q + Y (“output function”), such that if 
we start with the automaton in a given initial state q0 E Q (that may be interpreted 
as a map z: ( 1) -+ Q), and introduce a sequence of inputs o = x, . . . x,, the final 
state we get, qw,6 Q, is such that /?(q,) =f(w). In this framework the best 
automaton is the one that has the least number of states of those that realize J: 
Such an automaton must be among those which “use all their states,” and which 
are called reachable automata. 
Given a function f: X* -+ Y, let NY be the Nerode equivalence relation on X* [ 14, 
p. 1931 given by: olv@ iff f(wz) =f(o’z) for all z E X*. The quotient set X*/A$ is 
the state set of an automaton with the property that there.is a unique reduction (an 
epic map of automata; see (1.2) below) from any other reachable deterministic 
automata realizing f to that automaton. Such a realization will be called a final 
realization. Let Q be a state set of a reachable automaton realizing f that requires 
the minimial number of states. If X*/Nf is finite then the reduction Q + X*/y/ is an 
isomorphism and, therefore, the cardinality and the final approach to minimality 
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coincide. But this will not be the case if X*/N, is infinite, since a reduction 
Q + X*/c, will not need to be an isomorphism. 
A nondeterministic map g*: A + B is a function g: A + P’B, where PB is the set of 
non-empty subsets of B, and so g(a) may be interpreted as the subset of possible 
images for a E A. If the set of outputs Y= P’ P for a given y, the function 
f: X* + P’ P can be realized by a nondeterministic automaton M= (Q, 6’ 7’ p’) 
(where 6’ r’ F are nondeterministic maps). But no Nerode-like equivalence relation 
can be used to find the automaton with the least number of states. Actually, no 
automaton exists such that for any other nondeterministic automaton realizing f 
we have a reduction on it; even if we were to require them to use all the states. 
Some examples are given below. 
Ehrig et al. [ 111 introduce a finite cardinality function that is uniquely minimized 
in the finite deterministic case. Good surveys of what is usually done with nondeter- 
ministic automata can be found in [15, (4.3); 111. Thus, we have at least two dif- 
ferent approaches to the minimality of automata: the cardinality approach and the 
final one. Neither approach can explain all situations. 
However, there are many different senses of minimality of a system. In linear and 
bilinear automata theory one might try to minimize the dimension of the state vec- 
tor space, or the diameter when we deal with metric spaces. 
A finite stochastic matrix 2: X -+ Y is defined as a function g: X --) HY, where PY 
is the set of finite probability distributions over Y. Therefore, if x E X and y E Y, 
g(x)(y) may be interpreted as the probability that the image of x be y. And, if 8, f, 
fl are finite stochastic matrices, M = (Q, $, r”, p) is a finite stochastic automaton. 
For each q E Q let H(q) be the Shannon’s uncertainty [18] of the finite dis- 
tribution of probability p(q) in Y, that is, 
H(q) = c P(4)(Y) l%cvP(q)(Y)l. 
)‘E Y
Thus ZM= sup(H(q): q E Q) is a measure of the dispersion of the output matrix of 
M that might be a criterium to minimize the automata that realize a given response 
mapf:X*+ Y. 
Doberkat sets another optimization problem in [ 101. He calls stochastic 
automaton over an input alphabet X a finite stochastic automaton K= (Q, 8, ?) 
without output map. Let K*: X* x Q + {0, 1 } be a function that K*(w, q) = 1 iff q 
is a possible new state for the automaton after the input of the string w when the 
initial states are chosen according to 7: { 1 } -+ Q. Let r: X* x Q + IF3 (R is the set of 
real numbers) be a map which “rewards” the state transition: if the automaton is 
after input w E X* in state q E Q, the return will be r(w, q). A function p: X* + Q is 
said to be a poZicy for K iff K*(o, p(o)) = 1 for all o E X*. In other words, if p is a 
function that predicts the next state after input of a given string. An optimal predic- 
tion with respect to r is p: X* + Q such that ( r o, p(o)) is greater than r(w, p(w)) 
for each policy p and each o E X*. 
The aim of this paper is to provide a general theory of optimal realization, 
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generalizing the minimal realization of automata theory in order to include 
minimum information-theoretic dispersion and optimal predictions for stochastic 
automata. For a given group of systems we require them to verify certain con- 
ditions (to realize a given response map, to be a policy for a given stochastic 
automata,...); then we define the degree of goodness of the system and we look for 
the best one. 
Thus, we assign a “cost” to each system and we take the cheapest one satisfying a 
given condition. The core of this paper proposes that the cost is a functorial notion; 
that is to say, if a system SO can be simulated by a “smaller” one S,, then S, must 
be cheaper than SO. Another very important feature of this approach is that for a 
given group of systems it is possible to define several costs. However, although this 
is possible, we introduce the canonical notion of categorical cost (which 
corresponds with the final realization in the automata case) with the property that 
the cheapest system for it is the cheapest for any other cost. 
The body of the paper relies on the automata case. We use it as the motivating 
example to define cost functors. In order to have a unified treatment of automata 
we take the Arbib and Manes approach to automata in a category [2-51. This 
approach has been widely developed [ 1, 6, 7, 111. We refer the reader to these 
papers and the bibliography they contain for additional motivation and an 
introduction to categorical concepts. Moreover, we review them for the reader in 
the next paragraph. 
In this categorical setting the minimal realization of a deterministic response map 
f is the final object in the category of reachable realizations of J In the case of the 
category of sets this is the Nerode minimal realization. A well-known slogan in 
category theory say that “adjoint functors arise everywhere” [16], and the final 
approach to minimality has the following universal property: the functor which 
assigns its minimal reachable realization to each response map is a right inverse and 
right adjoint to the response functor which maps automata to its response, as was 
pointed out by Goguen [ 121. 
In the general framework we have categories of systems endowed with cost struc- 
ture instead of plain categories, and the response functors respect these cost struc- 
tures. Thus, we build a new categorical setting, a new 2-category, where we are able 
to define adjointness in order to give a generalized minimal realization principle. 
The last part of the paper deals with nondeterministic automata. In [4] the 
theory of Kleisli categories is advanced as the setting for this kind of automaton, 
including stochastic and relational automata. In this framework we prove that the 
adjunction between the base categories can be lifted to the automata categories, 
capturing what is usually called the deterministic automaton “associated” to (or the 
“power automaton” of [ll]) a nondeterministic one [4]. Then, using this 
adjunction, we propose a quotient category of the category of nondeterministic 
automata, which fulfills the generalized principle of minimal realization for its 
categorical cost. 
In other words, it is possible to classify nondeterministic automata into classes in 
such a way that the quotient category behaves well with the minimal realization. In 
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reality, in the motivating cases, this quotient category is isomorphic to the category 
of reachable deterministic automata, and the class corresponding to the Nerode 
minimal realization (in the case of sets) is the minimal one in the quotient category. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
(1.1) Let X be a category. Given a functor X A? -+ S (called a process), 
Dyn(X) denotes the category of X-dynamics whose objects are pairs (Q, 6), where Q 
is a X-object and 6: XQ 3 Q is an X-morphism; while dynamorphisms g: (Q, 6) + 
(Q’, 6’) are X-morphisms g: Q + Q’, such that S’Xg = g6. 
X is an input process provided that the forgetful functor U: Dyn(X) + 2, 
(Q, 6) -+ Q, has a left adjoint [16]. 
(1.2) Let 9% be a category, called a category of dynamics, X another 
category, called the base category, and U: 9.Z + Y? a functor, called the forgetful 
functor. If I and P are S-objects, SX(E P) denotes the category of automata in A? 
(with dynamics in 9%) whose objects are triples (Q, z, /?), where Q E Ob(9X) and 
z: f+ UQ, 8: UQ -+ P are X-morphisms; and whose morphisms II/: (Q, r, p) + 
(Q’, t’, 8’) (called simulations) are those 9#-morphisms t,k Q + Q’ for which 
(Utj) r = r’, /?‘( U$) = /?. The X-objects [ H are called the initial state object and 
the output object, respectively. 
Define the forgetful functor V: dX(J E) + 9.X, A4 = (Q, r, p) -+ VM= Q. If 
9~?= Dyn(X) for a given process X, then &%(I, F) is called the category of 
X-automata. 
(1.3) If the forgetful functor U: $92 + 2 has a left adjoint (let 
(F,, U, a,, b,): X-92 be an adjunction) we define the reachability map of 
M= (Q, t, p) to be the 9X-morphism r,+, := ((b,) Q) F,z: F,I-+ Q. 
We define the response map of M to be the X-morphism fA4 := PUr,: 
UF,,I+ F. We also say that A4 is a realization of a given Z-morphism f: UF,f+ y 
if it is the response of M. 
If $: M= (Q, r, p) + M’ = (Q’, r’, p’) is a simulation, then 
$rM = 11/((bd Q) For = ((bd Q’)(FoW)(Fo~) = ((hJ Q’) Fat =rM’ 
and therefore, 
fM=j3’UrM,=~‘(U@)(UrM)=/lUrM=fM. (1.A) 
(1.4) Let (8, A%‘) be a factorization system in 9% [ 13, p. 2501. Define c??’ 
(resp. 2) to be the class of simulations $ such that V$ (1.2) is in &’ (resp. in A). If 
$: (Q, r, /?) + (Q’, T’, /?‘) is a simulation and e: Q --f Q, m: 8 + Q’ is an (8, A)-fac- 
torization of $, the_n 5 (Q, t, /?) --) (Q, (Ue) 7, fi’( Urn)), m: (Q, (Ue) z, j?‘( Urn)) + 
(Q’, t’, p’) is an (8, &)-factorization of $. Therefore, (c??, 2) is a factorization 
system in dH(1, P). 
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(1.5) Let (F,, U, a,, 6,): 3? - 92 be an adjunction. An automaton M is - - 
called a reachable automaton provided that rM E 8. Let &%““(Z, Y) be the full sub- 
category of dS(Z, y) of reachable automaton. Note that this is a preordered class. 
(1.6) A triple (2, 92, U) is said to satisfy the minimal realization principle if 
there is a right adjoint and right inverse functor M,: 9 -+ J&‘sP”(Z, Y) to the - - 
response functor fi &%‘“(I, Y) + 9, where 9 is the discrete category whose objects - - 
class is Hom,W(UF,Z, Y). 
Equivalently, (#, 92, U) satisfies this principle iff for each f: UF,I+ Y the full 
subcategory of reachable realizations of f, &3?(f, P),., has a final object, MJ, 
called the minimal realization of J: 
- - 
(1.7) The response functor f: dXO’“(Z, Y) + 9 has a left adjoint S: W -+ 
&Xre(Z, P), Sf : = (FOE (ao) 1, f ), called the free realization functor. In effect, 
r sf= ((bd J’d) Fd(ad 1) = lF,,re 8 
and, given a reachable automaton M such that j&Z = f, the reachability map is a 
simulation (and, therefore, unique) r,,,,: Sf --) M. 
2. COST FUNCTORS 
Minimal realization theorems, in the sense of (1.6), cannot be given in the non- 
deterministic case. For instance, the category Rel of sets and relations has no fac- 
torization system [ 11, p. 1051; nor has Dyn(Xx -) for Xx -: Rel + Rel. 
Let Jf9 be the category whose objects are sets and whose morphisms are non- 
deterministic functions (see the Introduction). If X= {xl, the set of strings over X 
(that is to say, the free monoid over X) is isomorphic to the monoid (N, + ), where 
N is the natural numbers set, and + is the addition. Let f’: X* + {a, b} be the 
J(r%morphism given by f(O)= {a}, f(l)= {b}, f(2)= {a}, f(n)= {a, b) for all 
n b 3. 
The following Xx -automata in Jlr9 (see Fig. 1) with initial state { qO} are 
realizations of f’. It can be seen that f’ cannot be realized using only 
Hence, M 1 and M2 are minimal realizations off’ in the sense that they 
minimal number of states, but they are not isomorphic [4, p. 2071. 
(Ml) 
two states. 
require the 
(M2) 
FIGURE 1 
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Therefore, in order to avoid these difficulties, and as was explained in the 
Introduction, we are going to introduce the cost functors and a new 2-category: 
Z-CAT. This is advanced as the setting to define a generalized minimal realization 
concept, recapturing the deterministic case in the usual way, and better addressing 
the nondeterministic case. 
(2.1) Let X be a set, then Xx -: Set + Set is an input process. Denote by 
J$ SeP( { 1 }, Y) the category of deterministic reachable Xx -automata. Let 
l&f= ce, 6, z, P) M’ = cc?, 6’3 t’, 8’) be d SetTe( (1 }, Y)-objects. If II/: A4-+ M is a 
simulation, then fM = fA4’ (1.3), and $ lhl = rM.: X* + Q’. Therefore, the cardinal 
of Q’ is less than or equal to that of Q since $ is epic. Thus, we define the con- 
travariant functor 
Z: d Setre( ( 1 }, Y) + Curd x W = 9 
M c* ZM : = (Card Q, J%), 
where Curd is the class of the cardinal numbers, 9 is the set Hom,,,(X*, Y), and 
define (<,f)<(t’,f’) in 9 iff <<<’ andf=f’. 
In this framework we have that M, is a reachable automaton that realizes f 
which requires a minimal number of states iff 
Let us now translate this to a more general setting. 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let d be a category. A cost functor over d is a contravariant 
functor Z: d + 9, where 9 is a partially ordered class. A Z-category is a triple 
Z = (JJ, 9, Z), where Z is a cost functor over d. 
Let d be a category. In the objects class Oh(d) we define the relation: A <B iff 
there exists an d-morphism B +A. This is a preorder in Oh(d). Let d* be a 
skeleton of this preorder. Let Z,,: d -+ &* be the canonical projection; Z,, is 
called the categorical cost over d. We will denote S& = (JX?‘, d*, Z,). 
(2.3) If we consider only small categories, the collection of all natural trans- 
formations is the set of arrows of two different categories under two different 
operations of composition, “.” (“vertical” composition) and “*” (“horizontal” com- 
position), which satisfy the “interchange law”: 
(a’ y’)*(a . y) = (a’*a) . (y’*y). (2.A) 
Moreover, any arrow (transformation) which is an identity for the composition 
“*” is also an identity for the composition “.“. 
DEFMTTION. A 2-category means a set which is the set of arrows for two dif- 
ferent compositions which together satisfy (2.A), and in which each identity arrow 
for the first composition is a1so an identity for the second composition [ 16, p. 441. 
571/30/3-3 
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The 2-category of small categories, functors, and natural transformations, is 
usually denoted by CAT. Now we are going to build a new 2-category with 
Z-categories instead of plain categories. To do this we need two more definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. Given Z = (J&‘, 9, Z), Z’ = (a’, 8’, Z’) Z-categories, a functor 
F: d + d’ is a Z-functor iff ZA < ZB implies that Z’FA < Z’FB. 
If F, G are Z-functors from Z to E’, we say that F<G iff Z’FA > Z’GA for all 
A E Oh(d). Thus, we have the 2-category Z-CAT. 
(2.4) The following propositions can be taken as a definition of adjointness in 
Z-CAT. At any rate, in any 2-category the notion of adjointness can be given 
generalizing the well-known definition of adjoint functors between small categories. 
PROPOSITION. Let Z = (&, 9, Z), B’ = (d’, P”, Z’) be Z-categories, and let 
F: Z + Z’, G: Z’ + H be Z-functors. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F -+Z-CAT G (F is left adjoint to G in the 2-category Z-CAT) 
(ii) FG<l,., l,<<GF 
(iii) If A~0b(d), and Blob, 
Z’FA > Z’BoZA > ZGB. 
(2.5) The “cheapest approach” in a categorical setting is parallel to Goguen’s 
theory [ 121 (see (1.6) above). 
Let Z = (&, 9, Z) be a Z-category and $3’ a discrete category (every morphism is 
an identity morphism). Let $ Z + da = (%‘,a, 1 91) be a Z-functor. 
DEFINITION. Z is called to satisfy the generalized minimal realization principle for 
f if there is a right adjoint in Z-CAT and right inverse Z-functor 
M*: (a,%, 1 *) + Z to the Z-functor f; i.e., iff ZM 3 ZM*f for all f~ 8 and 
ME Ob(&) such that fM=f: The object M*f will be called a generalized minimal 
realization of J: 
A4* is then called the generalized minimal realization functor. M* is unique up to 
isomorphisms in Z-CAT, but not always in CAT. This been so we can say that Z 
has got unique minimal realization for j: 
(2.6) On the hypothesis of (2.1), Z is a cost functor, and the response functor 
f: Z = (22 Setre( { 11, Y), .?P’, Z) + 399 
is a Z-functor. The Z-functor M*: 9 + J$ Setre( { 1 }, Y), where M*f is a reachable 
automaton that realizes f and that has a minimal number of states, is a generalized 
minimal realization functor for F 
Notice that in the infinite case there are several nonisomorphic possibilities to 
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define M*f and each of them becomes a generalized minimal realization off: The 
unicity of M* in Z-CAT means that any choice of M*f has the same cost. 
(2.7) If (%,9X, U) satisfies the minimal realization principle (1.6), then 
Z = !?(SgXre([ P)) has got unique minimal realization for its response functor 
f~ h -+ 2~4?~, where &, is the discrete category whose objects class is 
Hom,( UFJ, P). - - 
The functor M,: go + ds”(Z, Y) (1.6) which maps each response morphism f 
to M,f (final object to &%‘“(I, P),) is a right adjoint in Z-CAT and right inverse 
to the response functor $ 
(2.8) Let X be a set and dJlr53(Z, Y) the category of Xx -automata in JV~. 
Define the subcategory whose objects are the same, and whose morphisms are 
deterministic epic simulations (reductions). Then the functor 
Z:d + CardxW=B 
M = (Q, 6, z, fi) -+ ZM = (Card Q, fM) 
is a cost functor, where 9 is the set of responses, Hom,,(X* x Z, Y), and the order 
in 9 is the same as in (2.1). The response functor 
is a cost functor too. 
For each response f the class of the costs of all realizations of f is not empty 
(free realization of f (1.7)) and has a minimum because Card is well ordered. Let 
M*f be an automaton which reaches that minimum. Then M*: 5%’ --t d becomes a 
generalized minimal realization functor. 
Analogously, the same can be said for any other nondeterministic category 
related to Set as Rel, Stoch (morphisms are discrete stochastic matrices), etc. 
(2.9) Let f d -+ .?3 be a functor where 93 is a discrete category. If d satisfies 
the generalized minimal realization principle for f endowed with its categorical 
cost, then Z = (&, P, Z) satisfies that principle for every cost Z over d provided 
that $ Z + 33 is a Z-functor. 
If M*: da + 3~4 is a right adjoint in Z-CAT and right inverse to f, then 
M*: J!??&? -+ Z is a Z-functor too, and is a generalized minimal realization functor to 
Jm4m. 
Note that if F: a + B” is a functor, then F: d@ + (g’, .!?I, Z’) is a Z-functor for 
every cost Z’ over g’. 
(2.10) The category Stochp consists of all sets as objects and finite stochastic 
matrices as morphisms (see the Introduction). Denote by & StochAZ, Y) the 
category of Xx -automata in Stoch,, where X is an arbitrary set. Define the sub- 
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category d c d StochAZ, Y), whose objects are the same, and whose morphisms 
are split epic simulations. 
Recall that a morphism 8: A + B in Stochp is split epic iff there exists for each 
bE B, an UEA such that g(u)(b) = 1. 
Let $: M= (Q, a, z”, /?) -+ M’ = (Q’, F’, 7, fl’) be a morphism in d. Then, for 
every q’ E Q’ there exists q E Q such that /?(q)(y) = fi’(q’)(y) for all y E Y. Therefore, 
H(q) = H(q’) (see the Introduction), and ZM3 ZM’. 
The functor 
z*:scz --f [O, +oo]x92=9 
M - z*n4 : = (ZM, fn4) 
is a cost functor, where 6% is the set of responses, and the order in 9 is the same as 
in (2.1). The response functor is a Z-functor, and each generalized minimal 
realization functor maps responses to minimum information-theoretic dispersion 
realizations of them. 
Note that if Y is finite (say Card Y = n) then H(q) 6 log,(n) for all q E Q, and 
Z*M< (log,(n), fM) for all ME Oh(d). 
(2.11) Let 93 be a discrete category of stochastic automata in the sense of 
Doberkat [lo] alluded to in the Introduction, for fixed sets X and Q. Let d be the 
class of pairs (p, K), where p is a policy for the system K. Given a “reward” map 
r: X* x Q + Iw, define (p, K) 6 (p’, K’) iff K= K’, and r(w, p(w)) d r(w, p’(o)) for all 
w E X*; this defines a preorder in d, and so the contravariant functor Z,: d + d”P 
that is the identity on the objects, is a cost functor over d. 
The Z-category (d, dop, Z,) satisfies the generalized minimal realization prin- 
ciple for the projection $ d --t B iff there exists an optimal prediction with respect 
to r, for each stochastic automaton in 9. 
3. ADJUNCTIONS BETWEEN AUTOMATA CATEGORIES 
As has been suggested in the Introduction, there is a bijection Jlrg(A, D) -+-I+ 
Set(A, P’B), which maps g’ to g for all pair of sets A, B. This bijection is, in actual 
fact, an adjoint situation, provided that P’: M9 -+ Set, and In: Set + JV~ are 
functors given by 
p’(g: A -+ B) := (p’g: PA + P’B) 
In(h: C + D) : = ((Inh)‘: C-P D), 
where 
(P’g)(A’) : = (J (g(u): a E ‘4’) 
@h)(c) : = {h(c)}. 
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We can use this adjunction to build up a new adjunction between the automata 
categories. Thus, if M= (6’: Xx Q --t Q, r’: I-+ Q, p’: Q +-Y) is an dN$@(Z, Y)- 
object we get the d Set(Z, P’Y)-object G*M := (6 Xx PQ + PQ, r: Z-r 
PQ, )I PQ -+ P’ Y), given by 
if(x, Q’) := u (6(x, q’): q’e Q’); kQ’, : = u (P(d): q’ E Q’,. 
The automaton G*M is usually called the deterministic automaton “associated” 
to M [4], or the “power automata” of M [ll, p. 1403. 
Symmetrically, if N= (6: Xx Q + Q, r: I+ Q, p: Q + p’ Y) is an d Set(Z, p’ Y)- 
object, we have an &JV~(Z, Y)-object F*N = (8: Xx Q --f Q, ?: I+ Q, j?‘: Q + Y), 
where 
S(x,q) := {6(x, q)}, f(i) := {W. 
Thus, F* is left adjoint to G*. Analogously, we can get adjoint functors when we 
deal with Stoch,+ Stoch, or Rel instead of N9. 
The aim of this paragraph is to include these particular adjoint situations in a 
more general setting. In [4], the theory of Kleisli categories is advanced as the 
framework for nondeterministic automata. 
Once we have built the adjunction between the automata categories the next 
question is to find out how it behaves with the response of the corresponding 
automata. 
To face the Kleisli case let us recall that the triple P’ = (P’ q, p) detines the 
categorical structure of N9, where for each set A, 
VA: A-+P’A, VA(~) := {u) 
pA: P’P’A -+ PA, pA(A”) : = u (A’: A’ E A”). 
The triple P’ is some times called an algebraic theory [lS], or a monad [16]. 
(3.1) The Kleisli case. Let X be a category and let U = (7’, q, cl) be a triple 
(algebraic theory or monad) in X (like the category Set and P’ above). 
Consider to each object Q of % a new. object QT and to each arrow f: Q + TQ’ 
in 2 a new arrow fT: QT + Q;, These new objects and arrows constitute a new 
category Xr called the Kleisfi category of U [ 16, p. 1433, where the composite of fT 
and g, (g: Q’ + TQ”) is defined by 
g,fi- := bQ"(Tglfh. 
Define the functors F,: 2 + XT, G,: L& + S by 
Fdf: Q + Q’, := ((d?l-IT: QT + Q;) 
GJfT: QT+Ql,, := ((pQ'T,f): TQ+ TQ'h 
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FIGURE 2 
The bijection f-fr gives an adjunction (F,, G,, a,, b,): 2 - XT, where 
(6~) Q, := U&: (TQhr -+ Qrr, (aB) Q := nQ: Q -, TQ. 
DEFINITION. By a lifting of a process X: X -+ 2 to & we mean a process 
X XT + XT such that Fig. 2 is a commutative square of functors [4, p. 1791. 
Moreover, if X is an input process, so is x [4, p. 1821. 
The process Xx -: Set + Set (where X is an arbitrary set) can always be lifted to 
Set, for any triple T in Set [4, p. 182; 15, p. 3121. In particular, Xx - is a lifting to 
Ng(Stoch, Stoch/, Rel) of Xx -: Set + Set. 
(3.2) To build up the adjunction between the automata categories in a 
general framework, let us first observe that a lifting X: XT + XT of X X + X 
yields an adjunction (pr, G,, q, g,): Dyn(X) - Dyn(X) which extends 
(f’,, G, aT, b,): X’ - Xr in the sense that the pair of forgetful functors is a map 
of adjunctions [ 16, p. 973. 
In general, let U: 9% + A? and 8: 9X +X be two forgetful functors. Let 
ZEO~(~), and let YE Oh(X). We then have the following 
THEOREM. Given two adjunctions (F, G, a, b): X - AC, and (p, G, d, b”): 
~3% - 9X such that (U, 0) is a map of adjunctions [ 16, p. 973, then there exists an 
adjunction (F*, G*, a*, b*): &%(I, GY) - dX(FZ, Y) such that the pair offorget- 
V AH(I,GY) - DH U WH 
(F*,G*,a*,b*) (F,G,a,b) 
I _I 
(F,G,a,b) 
AK(FI,Y) - UK K 
v E 
FIGURE 3 
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fui functors (V, P) (1.2) IS a map of adjunctions (see Fig. 3), where the functors I;* 
and G* are given by 
F*($o: (Qo, 70, PO) -+ (Qb, 61, Pb)) 
:= C&o: CFQo, Fzo, b,Wo) + CFQb, % brf’/-%)) 
G*($,: (Q,, 71, B1) + (Q;, 6, Pi)) 
:= (c,: (GQ,, (Gr,)a,, GP,) + (CQ;, (WI aI, GB;)). 
The proof is straightforward and can be found in [6]. 
(3.3) As has been promised above, the next task is to prove that 
corresponding automata (by the adjoint functors) have corresponding responses. 
THEOREM. On the hypothesis of (3.2), if U and D have left adjoints such that 
(p, c, 6, b”)(F,, U, a,, b,) = (F, , 0, a,, b, )(F, G, a, b), then the pair of response 
functors (f O, f ’ ) is a map of adjunctions (see Fig. 4), where the response sets are con- 
sidered as discrete categories and p is the natural bijection of the adjunction 
(F, G, a, b). (Notice that OF, F= FUF,.) 
Proo$ By (1.3) (1.A) we know thatf’=f’G*F* andf’=f’F*G*. Therefore, 
it is sufficient to prove that f”G* = p-If*, because then f” =f’G*F* implies that 
pf” =f’F*. 
Let Mi = (Qi , r i, /Ii) be an dX(FZ, Y)-object. Figure 5 is commutative, hence 
Figure 6 is also commutative. 
4. QUOTIENT CATEGORY OF NONDETERMINISTIC AUTOMATA 
At the beginning of Section 3 we introduced the deterministic automaton G*M 
associated to the nondeterministic M. In general, G*M is not reachable. So, in 
order to achieve optimal realization, we are going to build a deterministic reachable 
automaton related to M. 
To do this let N be a deterministic automaton. Define Re N to be the smaller 
automaton included in N. Thus, if S’N is the free realization (1.7) of the response of 
N, the factorization of the reachability map yields SfN + Re N +-+ N. Therefore, 
Re N is reachable. 
Hence, Re G*M is the deterministic automaton with dynamic 8: Xx Q + &, 
where Q is the image of h: X* x I-, PQ (provided that h’ = r,,,, since rGeM = h from 
(Fig. 5)), and $ is 8 restricted to Xx Q. 
This construction helps us to classify nondeterministic automata. Thus, we are 
going to say that M is equivalent to M’ iff Re G*M= Re G*M’. Symmetrically, we 
can put simulations into equivalence classes. 
Our purpose now is to prove that this process is functorial, and that it can be 
carried out in the general setting of the last paragraph. Next we will prove that the 
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quotient category thereby obtained can be endowed with a response functor for 
which the generalized minimal realization principle is fulfilled for every cost over 
the quotient category. 
In this section let (8, A) be a factorization system for 9%, and the associated 
(8, 2) for &%(I, GY) (1.4), and finally let A? be a skeleton of dzre(Z, GY). We 
shall also provide the hypothesis and notations of Section 3. For sake of simplicity, 
we will generally write x2&’ for the more cumbersome dX(Z, GY), and similarly 
for d#‘“, and dX. 
(4.1) Let M, be an object of d%‘. The (E”, $)-factorization of 
rMo: S&Z0 + M0 defines a unique object Re M, of d cd%‘“. Thus, we have a 
functor 
that is, right adjoint to the inclusion functor In from d%‘” to dX. 
The composition of the adjunctions In-+Re, F*-+G* is an adjunction from 
&%‘” to dX. Then, if &Xre is any full subcategory of dX which contains all 
the objects F*Mo (where M,E Ob(&X’“)), dX” leads to another adjunction 
F-tG from d&“” to &A’-“, where the functor IF is just F*In with its codomain 
restricted from .&‘A? to &X’“, and G is Re G* with its domain restricted to x2%?. 
Then by (3.3), we have the commutativity of Fig. 7, the diagram where %$ = 
Hom,( UFoZ, GY), and B1 = Hom,( OF, FZ, Y). Note that &A’-‘” may be dX. 
(4.2) Every functor H: g + 9 yields a quotient category &J/H, where objects 
and morphisms, are said to be equivalent, if they have the same image under H. H 
is then of the form H = L Pr (see Fig. 8) where Pr is called a projection, and L is 
determined uniquely by H [ 17, p. 421. 
FIGURE 8 
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(4.3) Given G: &‘A?‘” + dXr’” we will adopt the notation [M] for the 
equivalence class of M in dX’“/G. Hence, if Fig. 9 is commutative then 
[M] =PrM. If [M] = [M,], then [FGM=ffGM,. Since the counit of the 
adjunction ([F-IG) is a simulation from [FGM (resp. [FGM,) to M (resp. M,), we 
have (due to 1.3)(1.A)): 
f’M=f’FGM=f’FGM, =f’M,. 
Hence there is a functor f’ such that Fig. 10 commutes due to (4.1). 
4.4 THEOREM (Generalized minimal realization). Provided that (A?, $92, 6’) 
satisfies the minimal realization principle (1.6), the quotient category &‘Xre/G, with 
its categorical cost (2.2), satisfies the generalized minimal realization principle for its 
response functor f’ (4.3). 
Proof Let M* : = Pr FM,p-‘: 9, + &Xre/G, where M,: B,, + dA?” is the 
(“deterministic”) minimal realization functor (2.7). 
To see that M* is a minimal realization functor, let [M] be an object of 
&‘X”/G such that f’[M] := f’M=pS, where f Ego. 
Since M,f is a final object to &&‘P;e (1.6) and sincef’GM=p-y’M=f (4.1), 
there exists a unique morphism h: GM, --f M,f. Thus we have a morphism 
Pr IFh: lFGM= [FSM] = [M] + Pr FM,p-‘pf, 
because G(FG = G, since AS’%” is a preordered class (1.5). 
The above theorem indicates that the minimal realization (in &Xre/G for its 
AHre IF . AKre & AKre/G L * AHre 
FIGURE 10 
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categorical cost) of a given response pf is the class [FM, f 1, where M, f is the 
(“deterministic”) minimal realization off (1.6). 
4.5. COROLLARY 1. On the hypothesis of (4.4), (s?BV/S, 9, Z) satisfies the 
generalized minimal realization theorem for its response functor f ’ (4.3) provided 
that it is a Z-functor. 
Proof M* (Theorem 4.4) is a minimal realization functor for any cost in the 
quotient category (2.9). 
4.6. COROLLARY 2. Let H, = (&Fe, 9, Z) be a Z-category on the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4.4, and such that 3”: E, + 990 is a Z-functor. Then, the Z-category 
Z , = (-QIX”, 9, ZG ) satisfies for f ‘: Z 1 + 29, the generalized minimal realization 
principle. 
Proof Define Z,: &37/S + L!?, Z3 [ M] : = ZL[M] = ZGM. Then 3’ and f ’ 
are Z-functors. By Corollary 4.5 there exists a minimal realization functor M: for 
f’. If M,*: 39, -+ Z, is a Z-functor such that Pr M: = M:, then MT is a minimal 
realization for 3’. Therefore, MT : = FM,p- ’ (Theorem 4.4) is a minimal 
realization functor for ,f ‘. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A categorical theory of optimal realization has been presented. This theory relies 
on cost functors, and can be used effectively in a variety of optimization problems 
where categories provide a convenient language to set them. 
The last part of the paper is devoted to nondeterministic automata. A quotient 
category of nondeterministic automata has been proposed. Roughly speaking, this 
category identifies nondeterministic automata with the same associated reachable 
deterministic automata. A theorem of optimal realization for this category has been 
supplied. 
Anyway, in the motivating examples of nondeterministic automata (over .N$@, 
Rel, Stoch, Stoch/), the quotient category is isomorphic to d Set”, that is, to the 
category of reachable deterministic automata. It is an open question at this stage if 
there is always a realization of a given response map f: X* + PY that requires the 
least number of states in the minimal (optimal) class. 
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